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internet strategy
-

There has been a flury ofemail about Netscape end ourgeneral Internet development strategy. This email
is mycontribution to this topic.

-

Myassumptions going into this, as discussed hi my pre~dousInternet memo, are that
Internetstandard? In the sense of the current publIcdomaIn committee driven standards are a red herring
and are not a competitive threat. One mason is that most of the key people behind the public domain
projects are busywiithig business plans so they can cash in. This Is true of the Netscape team, but also the
many otherrapifly commericalizlng seWcas. The big issue to be concerned about is the same issue that we
have faced in the past-proprietarystandardscornirigfrom competlngsoftwarecompanies. Netscape is
certainly one of the many companies who wilt try to promote their proprietary eidenslons (and entirely new
protocols) on the world.
-

Cross platform data only protocols I&e HTML are very Important at the moment. (do not expect this to
continue with the same degree of emphasis. Custom protocols, downloaded front end code and platform
specific development are bound to occur. Some content (partlculadythat with low ~alue)will continue In
genetic, cross platform tools, but a lot of compelling things will start to dip Into custom code and platform
specific features. This trend has always occurred In similar siwtations in the past, When you get two
competitors making a product, and you have some platforms that are more popular than others, then one of
the competitors Is going to succumb to the temptation to abandon cross platform approachs, limit themselves
to the most popular platform, but be able to do thIngs thatcan’t be done hi a cross platform manner.
-

The world ofthe Internet Is rapidly becoming Windows canS because Windows will be the most popular
client operating system by a wide margin. This is a 180 degree shlttfmrn the historical traditions of the
internet which happened to grow up in one ofthe few communitieswhIch Is platform-diverse namely
academic computing.

-

-

I expect that there may a lot of common agreement with these points at erie level, but I have seen a lot of
email that implicitly seems to have a different set of assumptions, so I wanted to make my assumptions
explicit.
Given this, our qatural strategy is to try achieve a number of goals:
Superset Internet protocols and standards with our own value added e~4enslons. As platform specificwork
is done on the Internet, we want ft to be done on our platform. As proprietary technology and protocols are
used, we wantthem to be ours In as many broad mainstream areas as is reasonably possible. tIW don’t
need to own every protocol in every area, but we want to be an inportant player. There certainlyIs a danger
that Netscape, or another company, could establish enough APIS and proprietary protocol e4ensions that
they would wind up owning the ‘Windows Internet platform”. PaulMa is quite correct in comparing this
situation to Novell, which sucessfully established a “sub-platform” ((or a set of network services) wIthin the
conte,t of our client operating system. This does not mean thatNescape needs to be a direct competitor
am optitnistic that we can have a positive relationshIp with them but out ci the manypossible future
directions for them and us, h’~we are not careful theywill e~clvetoward being a directcompetitor hi this
manner.
-

-

-

-

-

The natural way for us to do this supersetting Is using ourcurrent technological agenda In PC computing.
This means using monickers, OLE objects, Porms3 forms and every other Windows technology that is
applicable as part of the our e~ensionstothe current Internet world. In addition we also have to look at.
-
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developing some new things that have no equivalents in the PC world, such as security arid billing. so it is
not alt about reworking edsting ituff.
We need to have (ethnology at both ends of the s~temto make this work i.e. both front end and server
and have them be very popular.

-

-

-

4

-

Again1 I don’t think that there Is a lot of disagreement with this. Here is the part which is more contro~njeI.
One key technology to accomplish this is Blackbird. One confusing fact isthat the term tlackbire includes
both front end and server components, as well as ha’ving an authoring environment Blackbird uses an
HTML superset and is extending IL with OLE. Forms3 and other Windows assets. It also Includes security
and b~Ilng.
Ideally, the Blackbird front end would include a great Web browser, and IL would seamlesslyinLegrate access
to seiwis on the Internet using a plain vanita HTMIJHTTP as well as Blackbird servers. This Is our current
strategy, but tacticallywe are not there yet. Blackbird technology will not be generally avatiable for a few
months after MSN 1,0 ships. So our current plan has been to Integrate the Oliare Web browser with
Blackbhd and the rest ofthe MSN front end. I view this as step to the fully Integrated front end.
There is a great deal ofconfusion generated by the fact that Blackbird is not something that we currently plan
on selling as a standalone tool. In the pastweek I have had some corn.sersations wfth people who thought
thatthIs means that Blackbb’d is “not an Internet authoring tool” and that it ~> “proprietary to MSN”. I’ve had
people tell me that the O’hare people eitherare (or should be) working on diSown plan to superset Internet
protocols. rm not sure that anything Is actually happening in this direction already, but this sort of
duplication Is an ENORMOUS danger. We should be working toward a single integrated front end, which
supports ONE set ofextensions to Internet protocols.
-

A diversity of projects in this area Is also death to our ISV and P message. We really need to be consistent.
and tam very afraid that we are going down a path where we will be anything but consistent
Mother confusing Issue is how to think of MSN versus various Information seneices on the interent. I regard
MSN as yet another Internet service no different in principle than any other information service on the
internet. It happens to be one which ALSO can access customers who don’t have access to the Internet,
via XiS, but that k a nit. MSN is an Internet senAce.
-

Given the current state of the Internet, and gIven our size and resource level, we are going to bootstrap our
Internet service by leapfrogging the current front end technology and distributing our own front end. This Is
unusual, since most Internet servicesJust accept the constraints of the e4stbg protocols and software.
Given our size, and our software skill there Is no mason to accept these constraints, and in fact every reason
for us to break the mold bydoing something really different forthe bootstrap. Over time (like withIn 3
months) we wil be using more of the Intemet infrastructure.
-

This may seem Sw an odd way to view things, but in fact It Is completely consistent our model and what we
have been saying for quite a while now. The key things which make this it a valid way to position ourselves
are:
We will move to using TCPi1P, and thus will benefit from the ever cheaper connectivity which is a central
part ofthe Internet.
-

-

We will allow access to any Internet service.

-

Our position is to superset both In terms oftechnology (with Blackbird and Windows-centric eAenslons)

and content/service (providing great browsing, inde’dng, navigational content)
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The Front End Strategy
CONFIDENTIAL
The front end which supports these services Is basically the union of the MSN front endwith 6taél~*dand
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-

O’hare. At some point this is very smoothly integrated, but at rirst they are separate pieces ci code stuck
together at the end user level.

.

-

This front end should be given away- as widely as possible. Including:

-

Put into Windows. I agree with PauIMa’s comment thatwe should distribute the front ;nd very broadly by
havIng It Windows, at least at some point down the line.
-

-

DistrIbuted free on the Internet.

-

Distributed free with MSN.

-

The front end should have a variety of connectivity options:
Case I. You’re already on the Internet (I.e. yourcompany has a TI line etc., oryou choose to use a Non-Ms
1I*d party dial up provider), and don’twant to subscribe to MSN. hi this case do not see MSN content, and
youdo notneed to pay-a monthly-fee. Inthis casethefrontend ls(In effect)golngtobethegreatestweb
browser for cAsting Internet protocols. MSN would have a free home page that advertises MSN. We
would also enable some other tree services which use the lull Blackbird technologyto show people how cool
ills.
Case 2. Ii you are a cabe I person with your own way onto the Internet, we will allow you to subscribe to
MSN very cheaply. Ideally this Is priced so as not to a barrier so that most people will go ahead and
subscribe. In this case you get everythIng on MSN and Internet.
Case 3. We will offer dial Internet connectivity (via UUNEI). MSN access is Included for one low fee, so
again you get everything on MSN and Internet. Ourgoal Is to price this to be very competitive and become
the most attractive dial up Internet provider. One way to view MSN content Is that It is the a lot of value
added services you get to aid and supplirnerit Internet access. Other userswill view the managed
community of MSN as the central thing, and they get access to the Internet as a bonus.
Case 4. In some geographies, and lbr some users, X.25 access may be cheaper (I.e. them is a local POP so
they have a local phone call) and be sufficient. We will have some Internet content mIrrored for these
users, but noteverything. Over time we e~ectto mIgrate more and more people to TCP/IP connections
rather than XIS, because It Is cheaper, more scalable and.
In all cases the difference between services offering Blackbird and services created with plain vanilla HTML
IS transparent to the user. Some servers and servicesare Just very cool. There is a question as to what
business model allowed a service provider to dreate a Blackl*d service, but this is discussed below.
The difference between several of these cases will go away if we can price the MSN base content at zerq.
We would still ask for an account relationship for billing and security, and In case 3 or 4 them would still be
access charges, but we could make the price of MSN content zero incremental over access (eliminating the
difference between case 1 and case 2). One way to Justify this would be If we can get sufficient advertising
and related revenue this Is certainly possible. We have some very interesting workon advertisting, but It is
too eanlyto say how signhflcantthis will be. There Is an alternative vlewthat charging for the MSN base
will allow us to invest enough In content to keep this a strong asset, which we would not be able to do ifIt was
free. This entire area is so new and so dyoamic that we will have to be very quick on our feet to adapt to the
market. We won’t change anything for MSN 1.0, but within the next 18 monthswe will have to monitorthis
issue.
Initially we give away the front end, but over time I want to have features in the front end be a contlnuned
reason for people to pay us a subscription charge. The free aspects of the front end would be kept
competitive, but once you get Into content that uses the extended stuff itshould be a lot more cool.
One way to view this1 which is howl have looked at it In some previous email, is that people “renr the front
end from us. We have the world’s coolest front end, and to getaccess to it people will subscribeJo MSN, or
equivalently r~vlIluse our Internet dial up access. This is the software-centric view. You could equally say
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-

a

that the front end is a give away, and the subscription Is there to pay for great content.
In truth, we want to use 9Qfl-~sources of value we should have the best software and try to have the best
service and content. We cart have our cake and eatittoo. Far fewercompetittors wit! be able to match us
on both counts than Iwe separate and sell the front end and service separately.
-

-

The Business Model
Netscape gives clients away, and charg~sa flat fee for server software. ThIs is certainly a possible model
for Blackbird technology in the future. In fact, my original memos on the online seMce strategywere
PRECISELYthis model. I called this the server kit. In the case of IndMduals or small businesses, 1 belh,ed
then, and I believe now, that selling a kit which allows people a “do it yourself’ way to connect is a very
effective means to coflect revenue from a large class of service providers.
Of course, Netscape has little choice but to take this business model today. met competition Is public
domain code that the principles of the company wrote themselves a short time ago. there is no billing or
securIty infrastructure which would let them charge for servers In anotherfashion. It is possible to Impute
great wisdomto their choice, however it also happens to the onlything possible forthem at the moment
I predict that if they are successftil, that down the line they will Introduce high end products that are more
expensive ((or large users), they wilt make versIon changes quickly to get more revenue from upgrades, and
theywill use every bit of clevernessto get additional revenue. This can include “navigational content (in the
sense of the term we use in MSN), and transactional or other service revenue. You can see the start of
this trend in what they are doing, and In what various Internet dial up providers are doing.
Everybodyin this business is going to wind up trying to leverage three different sources of value:
-

Software features (in front end and back end).
Content and (particularly navigational content like lndeç directory, yellow pages, browsing)
Service relationship (including basic access and other services).

Over time anybody who starts In one place wilt try to add others incrementafly to create an integrated value
proposition. The Netscape server kit approach Is very strongly biased today towards the first Issue creating
a server.
-

Although 1 believe in the server kit approach, our MSN strategy has put a higher priority on deploying the
service component, and attracting a set of Information and service providers who are willing to get online via
a different model annual fee andlor % of revenue. One wayto look atthis is that we have a very different
model for pricing the server we charge the user a subscription and charge IN bythe space and % of
revenue. There Is a set of Ps for whom this Is a perfectlyviable proposition, today In 1995.
-

-

-

Another way to look at this is that we are going to prioritize pushIng momer’um hi the service and content
areas versus a pure software approach.
Many pieces of email and manyconversations speculate into the future end askwhether we will be able to
maintain the service model for pricing. Won’t we lose out to Netscape charging a fiat fee? rm even asked
why haventtwe alreadylost.

-

The answer is that many IPs really DO want what we are offering. The combination of us doing billing,
promotion of the service, ease of connectivity, and getting tots of content in the base Is very attractive to
companies. Overtime there are a very spedflc se~of things we have to accomplish to keep this proposition
alive keep customer interest high, have a great set or “navigational content and base content, have a
strong brand presence etc.. We also have to keep the software features In the front end and back end best
of breed. In short, we have to provide a value proposition that makes It worthwhile for somebody to access
services via our front end.
-

I thinkthat we have an ecellentchance of keeping the service model going. Nevertheless I anipeitah that
at some point we wIll add the ‘~serverkIt” so that IN AOO~ONto our service based approach we have
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something like a Netscape business model, to capture revenue from a set of IPS who will not fInd our current
offer attractive. There are two kinds of these IP~very big companies who think they have sufficient
presence without us, and very small ones that are logistically hard for us to market to. The server kit is ideal
for the small ones.
-

-

Right now, in the spring of 1995, I think that the key priority Is to make our MSN launch successful and focus
our prioritIes on the IPs in the middle who are very interested in the offering that we are putting together.
As a result, we currently have focused Blackbird on being an MSt4 toot, and we will not be setting It asa
general server kit by ilself. Doing so at the moment would be a big distraction from the goal of shipping
MSN.
This means that we are taking a risk that Netscape or others can get established In the interim with their
different model. So be It we have finite resounces and thuswe cannot hedge every possible alternative.
Given where we are with MSN, we are best putting our energy there, then coming after the remainder of the
market second. lam not sympatheticto the notion that we have to try to be all things to all people all at
once. Overtime -yes- but not Instantly.
-

One e~mpleof the “do it all now” approach above would be having the O’hare people working In a
competitive way to our MSN/Slackbltl strategy rather than aligning the two. This also playvery well with the
strong cultural trait at Macsoft in having each group be masters of their own fate, but if we succumb to this
temptation twill KILL US In this area. We cannot afford to be divided and dissipate momentum In how we
approach the Internet lwould rather have one strong strategy, rather than two weak ones which have no
synergy.
The Server
Initially our serverstrategy is constrained to be In the MSN data center. This Is an expedient thing for a
variety of reasons, but we have to move quickly away from IL Once we are able to use TCP/IP and the
Internet. with its low cost communications It Is much easlerto distribute things.
Sonic services do not make a lot of sense to distribute, or at any rate the issues are different We will make
intellegent choices on a case by case basis. Mall has a very different set of issues around distributing tthan
Blackbird or otherservices.
The firststep in distribution is too have the capabilityto have a Blackbird server kit which has a billing
connection which we can manage. This kItwould allow us to deploy Blackbird servers anywhere on the
Internet, and it would even allow people to buytheir own machine, put the server on the Internet yet still be
able to get billing and subscription services via the MSN infrastructure. The server would be technically
capable ofsupplying full Blackbird with aitensions, or simply the plain vanilla HTML via 1-ITIP to arbitrary
front ends.
-

We would have to decide how much functionality to expose and what the business model is. This produàt
would beat Netscape as a server because Blackbird Is far more sophisticated for authoring and in the
e)denslons. Mycurrentthinking Is thatwe would not simply offerthis on the current Netscape model to all
comers. because twoutd leave value on the table. However, Ifwe do decide to panic a~cut
Netscape, we
would have the option of selling on that model.
-~

My expectation is that we would enable Individuals and small scale servers (perhaps with a capacity limil) to
be sold for a flat fee, or an annual fee. Large scale commercial servers should be strongly Incented to have
an annual fee and ‘}S of revenue model to be consistent with our current MSN model. We would still offer
the option o(having the servermanaged hi ourdata center(here ornewdata centers abroad), and texpect
that thIs will still be a necessary componentof the service for many Pa.

-

I would Ike to have this available at some point ned year, and 1 thInk this is techincally possible given the
pro~ressbeing made In the Blackbird group. This would solve the single biggest problem in dlstrlbijted
servers, and It would also have a big advantage over Netscape and others that are unable to offer the billing
aspect and authoring environment as part oftheir product offering.
-~
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-

Blackbird servers arq only one part of this. Mother key component is the E~changeintegratIon, MSN on a
Len work, and the Catapultwork be part of this strategy as well. Once again, I view the sensible thing to do
Is to put lhese components together as part of ONE strategy, not have the separate.
Acorporation should be able to get ONEproduct offeringwhich gives them:
.
-

-

Firewall safe access to the Internet, Including MSN.
Away to echange email from their local E,change servers to other orgs with Echange.
Access to navigational content to help them use the Internet
Admin tools to disallow access to some areas of the internet, orsome protocols.
An attractive wayto allow group purchasing of MSN subscriptions for every desktop.
Publishing suite for Internal docs and tools (authored with Blackbird tools).

Once again the three keysourves of value software features, content and services have an Interesting
interplay. Acompany which wants to offer Internet to all employees needs the Catapult firewall, but they
may also want to be able to block senralty explicIt stuff or entertainment The “no-no” list of what Is blocked
can be positioned as a service that they subscrthe to. They also might like to have local indexes
downloaded, and get MSN content for local redistribution. Our product offering In this area should make use
of all three sorts of value by combining them.
-

Although Catapult. Echange etc are ~serverpieces In one sense, in manyways the issues around them are
more closely related to front ends. Logically speaking they go at the END of the internet, between it and the
LAN.
-

The use of Blackbird for internal documents is an Interesting Issue. This has come up in multiple contSsnotablySteveB always askswttywe can’t do this. Whynot? The immediate priority for Blackbird Is, as
stated above, the MSN 1.0 goals but verysoon I can imagine making It avalable for internal use in a
company. This is$ust some work in the front end and the serverkitto allow itto happen. In particular, It
should be possible to allowthis without undercutting Blackbird as a more general publishing tool on MSN and
internet
Netscape Relationship
Ptally,,t would like to comment on howwe work withor against Netscape. The Internet Is a powerful
phenomenon, and Lb the potential to make Netscape a fbrrnldille competitor. On the other hand, I hate
the notion that eveiy up and coming dynamic companymust be our blood enemy. Our own paranoia
sometimes makes this happen more a cutelythen it would have to otherwise.
Given the rightscenailo, they could really hurt us, and In that case we are direct competitors. I have not
met wIh them and don’t knowthe degree to which they are comittad to that path. Ifthere Is a chance that
we could co-opt their energy to be as pos~lveorneutral as pcssble towxd MS that would be very good.
In otherscenarios they could be a successful companythat has some conflictingstrategies, but is not a
virulent direct competitor. I am naive enough at the moment to think that the die is not totally cast and that
we mIght be able to influence them toward a degree of mutual cooperation.
I have seen conflicting mall on this topic some suggests that they are willing to do things like license us
technology and have us license them some. Even Ifwe ultimately are competitors. I see some value in us
doing thIs and trying to cultivate them as quasi-partners, VW and they can each get some techinical
initiatives accomplished. The market is big enough at the moment that Rb not zero sum. AOL, Prodigy,
AT&T, Notes and many others are not friends of ether us or Netscape so there may be a lot of room for
ratIonal cooperation, even If we agree to disagree on some points and wind up being competitors.
I have seen other maH that is more along the lines that they arealready enemy number one. lthink that we
should try to becreatilve to see if there Iswaywe can moderate this.
-

This lst%oteve4lhhlg about lnternetstrategy, but It Is enough for now.
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-

Nathan
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